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This paper aims to point out the characteristics of corporate
strategies in regard to social policy as well as business policy of
Japanese-affiliated manufacturing companies situated in Southeast
Asian countries, based on a comparative situation analysis.　
It　is　based mainly on a fact-finding study conducted through
interviews with business e χecutives of about 30  major Japanese-affiliated [manufacturing corporations situated　in Southeast Asiancountries
as follows.　
1）10 companies in Taiwan （including 7 joint ventures）　2
）3 companies in Hongkong （including l joint venture）　3
）6 companies in the Philippines  （including 5 joint ventures）4
）7 companies in Thailand （all joint ventures）　5
）4 companies in Singapore （including 3 joint ventures）　References made to these companies
in this paper will be by
means of the following symbols instead of giving their names.
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（Industrial goods industries） E Equipment and machinary pro-
producers.　R
ducers
(Consumer　goods industries)D Durable　goods producers,
Nondurable goods producers
After opening with an outline on the general trends in objectives
and results of overseas investment among about 280 leading Japanese-
affiliated manufacturing corporations situated in these countries, the
paper will discuss the findings of the　survey based　on　interviews
with executives of the above-mentioned 30 corporations. The interviews
covered the following subjects ・　(1)Objectives and results of overseas investment by Japanese-　　　affiliated companies.　(2)Main factors hampering business.　(3)Merits to domestic
investors in these countries.　
(4)Economic and social contributions to the community ・　(5)　Corporate objectives and
policy for distribution of earnings ・
(6卜Organization for decision-making and business administration ・
(7)Implementation of management control systems.　
(8)Personnel management ・　(9)　Product strategies.　In addition,
 observations are made regarding problems to be solvedin the future by these Japanese
 - affil iated enterprises.　Finally,
 in the appendi χ， a comparative analysis is made betweenJapanese-affiliated,
 other foreign-affiliated and domestic manufacturingcompanies situated in the Philippines and Thailand based on financialdata for 1976-79.　　　　　　　　
十　
〇verseas investment by Japanese-affiliated enterprises has increased
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Ranking of investing countries　　 （％）




























Notes・: 1. Figures for Hongong cover manufacturing companies only.　　　　　2.　Figures for Singapore cover n
χed assets only.　　　　　3.
     Figures for the Philippines cover investment approved by the government　　　　　　only.　　　　　4.　Figures　for Thailand cover amount of paid-in capital only.rapidly since 1972.　In this connection, Table l
shows the ranking of investment by
foreign countries in Southeast Asian countries.　
As shown in Table 1 ， the proportion of investment by Japanese--affiliated enterprises situated in Thailand　is higher than that ofenterprises from any other country.　In other　countries,
   however,Japan stand second or third after
the u. S.  A.  or/and the Netherlands.
Chapter　1　Aims and Effectiveness of Investment and Features of Business　　　　　　　
in About 280 Japanese-Afifiiiated Enterprises　
The companies in Table 2 have　been　selected　out　of the local
manufacturing companies listed in the Toyo Keizai Shimpo Sha's
Handbook    of　Japanese　Enterprises　with　Overseas　Investment　andwhich meet the following two conditions.　
（1）They have 100 or more employees.
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The survey concerning the merits of overseas investment covers
the following  six items.　　　　　 ニ　
（a）Use of raw materials from the home market.　
㈲　Cost reduction through use of cheap labor.　
（c）Sharing in the benefits of government policies encouraging　　investment in new technology or export industries.　
（d）Expansion of foreio^n markets.　
（e）　Collection of business information.　
（f）Acquisition of royalties.　The following points can be indicated from an analysis of Table2.　1.　Country ranking by number of Japanese-affiliated manufacturingcompanies which met the above-mentioned conditions.　　
（1）Taiwan 107 ，（2）Thailand 69,    （3）Singapore 52,    （4）Philip-　　pines 27,
  （5トHongkong 26.　2.　Country ranking by percentage of Japanese-affiliated companiesin the table showing good results.　　This ranking is in the order of those with the lowest percentage　of companies showing
no profit.　　
（l）Hongkong 0/26  ＝0％,   （2）Taiwan 2/71  ＝2.8 が,   （3）Thailand　　2/46
 ＝＝4.3％,   （4）Singapore 7/27  ＝25.9 ％,    （5）Philippines 6/16  ＝
37. 5％　3. Country ranking by number of Japanese-affiliated companiesin the table remitting their earnings to their parent companies inJapan.　The numerator indicates the number of companies remitting theirearnings to the parent company, and the denominator
indicates the
total number of companies investing in each country shown in the
table.　　　　　し　　
（1）Thailand 49/69 ＝71.0 ％,  （2）Taiwan 47/107 ＝44 ％,   （3）Singa-　　pore 16/52
 = 30. 8％,     （4卜Hongkong 7/26 ＝27 ％ ，(5)　Philippines
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7/27 ＝25.9 ％　4.
    The distinctive features　of　the　aims　and　effectiveness　ofoverseas investment and business in each country and type of businessin which Japanese-affiliated companies have invested are as follows
。
(A)　Taiwan　
Most investment in Taiwan aims at (b)cost reduction through use
of cheap !abor as we!! as (d)expansion of foreign markets ， especia!!■＼Tin
the consumer and light industrial goods industries, and  (c)sharingin the benefits of government policies, especially
in the heavy and
chemical industrial goods industries,    which consist mostly of engi-neering-intensive companies. Regarding their markets, most sales arein the home markets, followed by exports to
third countries and
exports　to Japan,  in　that　order 。　Most　enterprises　belonging to the heavy　and chemical goodsindustries and the light equipment and nondurable consumer goodsindustries usually buy from the home
market or Japan and sell to
the home market, and most of them are joint ventures in which the
proportion of investment by the Japanese concerns is almost 50 ％.On　the
contrary,    most enterprises belonging　to　durable goodsindustries usually buy from Japan and e
χport to third countries orJapan
，and most of them are subsidiary companies in which theproportion of investment by the Japanese concerns is close to 100
％ ，and
which are situated　in　special　areas　provided by　the　Taiwan
Government for the promotion of e χport industries, such as Taichun ，Kaoshun,
 and Nanshi 。　Generally speaking, from the standpoint of business results, mostjoint ventures belonging to the former type do better than mostexport enterprises belonging to the latter type. However,
 even someenterprises belonging to the latter type
and　showing　poo ζ resultsare virtually making a contribution
to their parent companies because コsome
inner transfer of profit attributable to them is included in
70　　　...　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　◇their export or import prices.　(B)　Hongkong　　
犬　　　　　　　　　　　ト ト Generally speaking,
   many Japanese-affiliated enterprises   aim at(b)
 cost reduction by use of cheap labor and  (d)expansion of foreignmarkets as in the case of Taiwan. But:in Hongkong's case there
are
more enterprises aiming at (e)collection of business information.
This　is　especially true in the light　consumer　goods　industries,
because most Japanese integrated trading companies have set up a
base of operations in Hongkong トto control their business in the FarEast and so many manufacturing companies cooperate with themfor the purpose of collecting
business information in these countries.　
According to Table 2, most of them usually buy from Japan or
the home market and sell to the home market or e χport to thirdcountries. But they are considered to
virtually specialize in export,
because most of goods sold in the home market are e χported tothird countries after further processing.
In addition, there are many
enterprises in which the proportion of investmsnt by the Japanese
concerns is close to 100 ％,  because there are no government restric-tions on the proportion of investment.　In Hongkong, there are very few heavy or chemical goods producersbut
many companies are categorized as light industries.　This is
probably due to the following reasons.　
Hongkong is not suitable for heavy and chemical　industries, not
only because of its limited area　and　scarce　natural　resources　but
also because of a shortage of skilled engineers who are essential for
such technology-intensive industries. On the contrary,   it is suitablefor light industries, most of
which are labor-intensive,   because themanual dexterity of the many
Chinese female workers employed in
these companies are enabling them to achieve the high operational
efficiency necessary for  precision.　In addition,   worker turnover ishigh,
 but it is easier to  fill a vacancy than it is in  case of Singapore,
Corporate StrategieS of JapaneSe-Amliated……　　71and
although wage levels are considerably high ， they are 10wer thanin Singapore　or Japan.　(C)　Singalpore　Like
in TaiWan and Hongkong ， more than 50 ％of the companiesin Singapore aim at(d)expansion of foreign market and (b)costreduction
by use of cheap labor.　Als0 ，1ike　in　Taiwan ，Thailand ，and
the Ph111ppines ， more than 40Xaim at (c)sharing in the benefltsof goverment policies encouraging invest
拉ent in new technology ，ln
addition， some enterprises aim at (e)colledion of business infor-mation
，1ike in Hongkong. However ， it is questionable whether theyaimat(b)use of cheap labor
， because Singapore shows the highest1evel among the 
丘ve countries surveyed in both turnover and workerwages
バMoreover ， as is universally known， the government is makingstrenuous efforts to attain its purpose of establighing a social welfarestate
by imposing heavy taxes on companies to acquire funds for a
pension scheme and educational facilities for the Singaporean people
while maintaining high wage and salary levels.　 ＼　Therefore
，it is believed that many labor-intensive enterprises ，With
the exception of those maintaining high competitiveness in
exports or standing on a hi 窟h level of technology ， will be sooner orlater Compelled to Withdraw from
thiS Country ・　(I))　Thailand　Th
むmain purpose of investment in Thailand are almost the sameas in Taiwan
，Singapore ，and　the Philippines　in　the　sense　thatemphasis is laid on (d)expansion of　markets
，(c)benents fromgovernment policy
， and(b)use of l 攻bor.However ，Thai governmentpolicy is different from that of the other
countries in that it is
prOtectiO叫Stic・COmparedWithintrOduCtiOnOfpOIiCieStOenC
72　
As a result of this protectionism by the government, some enter-
prises are faced with overproduction owing to intensified competition
with fellow producers in the home market. The processing industries
in particular lack competitiveness in exports, except for those who
share in the benefits of trading in the border district with countries
belonging　to　the　Communist　bloc.　However,     except　for　someenterprises that belong to the above-mentioned type of
processing
industry,  many enterprises show good results, as it is demonstratedby the fact that they rank second to　Hongkong　in　the　low　levelof their poor results rate and　the high level of their remittancerate,
 as shown in Table 2.　This seems to be due to the following reasons.　1)
    The level of wages and　salaries　in　Thailand　is　the　lowest　　　among the five countries.　2
）The turnover of workers is the lowest among the five countries　　　as the result of a high level of unemployment caused by delayed　　　economic development.　3
）Labor efficiency is comparatively high particularly in the light　　　industries,
 such　as the　te χtile,   electronics,    and　precision　tool　　　industries,
 most=in which employ many female workers, who　　　have the reputation of working seriously and not getting tired　　　of　performing　simple　operations.
   In　addition,     companies　in　　　Thailand can increase their
volume of operations by introducing　　　
a two-or three-shift production system because there are no legal　　　
restrictions on women working at night.　
4）Especially in the consumer goods industry,    enterprises can　　　share　in　the　benefits　of
border　trade　with　Communist-bloc　　　
countries.　
5）Key industries contributing to the establishment of an infra-　　　structure for the national economy share in the benefits of　　　government policies that encourage them.
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated … …　　73　(E)　The
Philippines　
As stated before, the main aims of investment in the Philippines
are like the other countries except Hongkong ， (d)expansion of markets ，(c)benefits
from government policies, and  (b)use of labor. However,it is noteworthy that more emphasis is laid on (a)use of raw materialsin this country than in any
of the others. Generally speaking,    thistendency occurs among
industrial goods producers belonging to the　　　　　
－　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　一　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一 　－heavy or chemical industries.　In addition, it
is surprising that there are more enterprises selling
to the　domestic market than exporting to foreign markets,    forgovernment policy encourages
export industries by providing theut
with special areas, granting ta χ privileges and　the　use　of bondedwarehouses,
 permitting close to 100 ％investment by foreign-affiliatedenterprises,
 and so on, as in Taiwan.　In the heavy or chemical processing industries for exploiting orprocessing the abundant agricultural or mineral resources which can
ニbe
acquired easily at low prices from the home market and in the
export industries that are benefitting from government policy, there
are many enterprises that are prospering with the help of the second
lowest wage and salary levels after Thailand among five countries.　
On the contrary, most enterprises that concentrate on selling to
the domestic market are doing poorly because of intensified compe-
tition　as a result of overproduction　brought　on　by　the　depression
after the oil crisis of 1973, and they show the highest poor results
rate and the lowest remittance rate among the five countries in
Table 2.　
In addition, many are worried about the lack of consensus between
Japanese executives dispatched from the parent companies and the
Philippine owners, because they can not have full control over the
business　administration as a result of having the proportion of
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78　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∇　　ト Chapter 2　Merits and Demerits of Investment and Contributions　　　　　　　　to the Community　An analysis
of business strategies based on a トfact-finding surveyconducted through interviews with　executives　of　about 30 leadingJapanese-afl&liated
companies situated in Taiwan, Hongkong,   Singa-pore,
 Thailand, and the Philippines is made on and after this chapter.　I.
 Merits to Japanese Investors （See Table 3）　In Taiwan, the Philippines, and Thailand, there are two kinds ofJapanese-affiliated enterprises.
One is the group of enterprises attempting to make inroads into
the domestic market to replace the e χport market from Japan lostby restrictive government policies.　The other is the group of enterprises attempting
to share in the
benefits of government policies encouraging foreign investment for
the purpose of obtaining foreign e χchange through　the promotionof e
χport industries, as in the cases of Taiwan and the Philippines,or for the purpose of promoting key industries through introductionof advanced foreign technology, as in the case of Thailand.　In Taiwan, most enterprises
in both groups show good results
because they are sharing in the benefits of every aspect of manpower,
and costs of wages and salaries,    raw materials or parts, distri-bution,
 and energy ・　In the cases of the Philippines and Thailand,
   most enterprisesbelonging to the latter group show good　results.
However ，in thePhilippines most enterprises
belonging to the former group show
poor results, e χcept those which are　favored　by　opportunities　foracquiring abundant natural resources from the domestic market atlow prices
レ　On the contrary, in the case of Thailand, apart from some capital-intensive enterprises suffering from intensive
レcompetition in thehome market as well as a decline in international
competitiveness as
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated ……　　7 りa
result of government protectionism, most enterprises belonging to
the former group show good results because Thai　labor costs and
turnover are the lowest among the five 十countries as well as becausethese enterprises share in the benefits of border trade with Communist-bloc countries.　　　　
，　　`・　　　　　　　　　∧ 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥As stated before, in Singapore and
Hongkong,    many enterprisesare playing an JLXJlllJV'X
 CC^Xll. part as an advance base for developing:foreign markets.　
ダ　However,
 many enterprises in Singapore, except   capital-intensiveenterprises with international competitiveness favored by a highlevel of technology, show
no good results, while  most light industriesin Hongkong, especially in the precision instruments industry, showgood results owing to
the use of Chinese　female workers　skilled　in
operations necessary for preciseness.　　 ト　11.
    Merits to Domestic Investors （See Table 3 ）　The merits to domestic investors in the joint ventures shown iaTable 3 can be summed up
as follows.　　　　　　 ト　　 ノ　
（l）Introduction or improvement of technology,     （2 ）Introduction　of capital,
    （3）Improvement in management or business transac ，
tions,     （4卜Expansion of sales market,     （5）Receipt of dividends ・
III.　Major Factors Hampering Business　 （See Table 3 ）　The major factors hampering business in these enterprises can besummed up as
follows.　
（1）A high level of labor turnover, except　in　Thailand　and the　　Philippines.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
＼　
べ2）A shortage of skilled engineers　and　managers,     eχcept　in　　Taiwan.　
（3）Various problems with business transactions, such as delays　　　in　collection　of　receivables,　one-sided　violations　of　business　　　contracts,
 shortages of parts or ▽raw materials,    and enforced　　return of goods after sale,
 e χcept in Singapore.
80　
(4)A high level of loan interest, except in Taiwan.　
(5)Various　government　restrictions　on　foreign　investment or　　
business  transactions,  e χcept in Singapore or Hongkong.　(6)Various problems with owners or employees who are Chinese　　　or residents of Chinese origin, due to their individualistic person-　　ality
，short-sighted commercialism, or customs that differ from　　　Ta
 nan's_　　　
”- £'`‘'‾‾w ・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■ (7)Especially
in the case of Singapore, intensified competition in　　　
the home market and difficulty in filling vacancies because of　　　
frequent job-hopping
・　(8)Especially in the case of the Philippines, a decline in domestic　　　demand because of a severe depression.　(9)Especially in the case of Thailand, a decline in　international　　　competitiveness as a result of government protectionism and　　　labor-management disputes.　　
㈲　Especially in the case　of　Taiwan　or　Hongkong,    intentional　　　disruption or sabotage of operations by workers.　　It
is noteworthy that more than half are personne トand laborproblems,
 such as (1),    (2),    (6),    (7),    (9),    and  ao).　　　　　　
・-　　IV.
    Economic and Social Contributions to the Community (See Table 3)　　Most enterprises contribute economically to the community throughimprovement of the level of technology as well as expansion ofbusiness. Especially in Thailand and the Philippines, they contributeto the community through development of the regional economy aswell as expansion of the labor market.　　Concerning　their　social contributions to the community,
   it　isnoteworthy that most enterprises in
Taiwan and Thailand contribute
to the promotion of social welfare not only of employees and their
families but also of the general public through improvement of the
physical and social environments.
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Chapter 3　Corporate　Objectives,  Distribution of Earnings,   and　
Details of Value Added　　
I.　Corporate Objectives （See Table 4）　　As seen in Table 4, many enterprises aim at diversifying theirproduct lines or changing models
under the guidance of the Japanese
parent  company on the one hand while cancelling product lineswhich have not met the needs of the times on the other.　　However,
 this seems to be unfavorable when one considers thefollowing tendencies from the standpoint
 of a long-range strategy,although it might be unavoidable as a result of excessive competitionin
some countries. More stress must be placed on  ‥research anddevelopment of new products, cost reduction
，and corporate socialresponsibility in order to achieve the corporate growth in harmonywith
the community over an extended period of time.　
1）Most put more emphasis on maintenance and expansion of　　　the market for major existing products than on research and　　　development of new products,
   eχcept for some enterprises in　　　Taiwan and Singapore
・　　　　　　　　　I　2
）More than twice as many enterprises place more emphasis on　　　6
χpansion of sales markets as a whole than place more emphasis　　　on　cost reduction.　3
）Far more enterprises take expansion of business seriously than　　　attach importance to performance of corporate social responsi-　　　bility
・　II.　Distribution of Earnings 
（See Table 5）　In order to explain the features of corporate policy for distributionof earnings, enterprises have
been classified into the following six
types as a result of analysis of their policies.　
Type A : Enterprises giving priority to expansion of business only.　
Type AB : Enterprises giving first priority to expansion of business　　　　　　　　
and second priority to internal social responsibility ・
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated……　　85　Type
 BA : Enterprises　giving j first　priority　to　internal　social　　　　/　　　　　responsibility　and　second　priority　to　e
χpansion　of　　　　　　
business.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〉　Type AC : Enterprises giving first priority to e
χpansion of business　　　　　　　　and second priority
to external social responsilbility.　
Type ABC : Enterprises giving first priority to expansion of busi-　　　　　　　　　
ness,  second priority to　internal　social　responsibility.　　　　　　　　　and third priority to external social responsibility
・　Type BAC:
Enterprises　giving　first　priority　to　internal　social　　　　　　　　　
responsibility,  second priority to expansion of business ，
and third priority to external social responsibility ・　Remarks :
1. “Expansion of business" means （a）providing adequate　　　　　　　　　dividends to
shareholders and/or  （b）having　adequate　　　　　　　　　internal
reserves.　　　　　　　　
2.    "Internal social responsibility" means  （c）advance-　　　　　　
ment of social welfare of employees.　　　　　　　　
3. “External social responsibility ” means （d）charitable　　　　　　
undertakings,  (e）prevention of environmental pollution ，
and/or  （f)　reduction of product prices.Many enterprises in Singapore,
   Taiwan,    and   Hongkong,    whichare relatively advanced in
economic development regard e χpansionof　business as the most
important, while   in　Thailand　and　thePhilippines,
   which are backward in economic development,    more ・emphasis
is placed on internal social responsibility ・　This is due to the following reasons. In Thailand and
the　Philip-
pines,  where are suffering from dire poverty, enterprises must firstanswer employees' demands for stable living conditions, while inSingapore
，Taiwan,    and Hongkong where are　relatively stable　inregard of the standard of living of employees =but where there iskeen competition among enterprises,
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Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated……　　89'　III.
Breakdown of Value Added (See Table 5 ）　As seen in Table 5, no enterprise can survive in Singapore, whichhas the highest
level of wages and salaries among the five countries,
except technology-intensive enterprises that maintain a very high
level  of “value added ratio", such as the 71.0 ％of a LD company.　On the contrary, in many labor-intensive enterprises in Thailand
，where
wages and salaries are lowest. “Drofitabilitv ratio" are highest 。averaging
24. 0％ ，in spite of having low “depreciation ratio"    aver-aging 12.4
％as a result of sluggish plant investment.　In the case of Taiwan, where a good many capital-intensive enter-prises average 18. 4
％in “depreciation ratio", they show the secondhighest level after Thailand in 
“profitability ratio", averaging 14. 4 ％,.in
spite of the comparatively high average level of the “salaries andwages ratio" of 49. no/　In Hongkong,
enterprises have the second highest　level　of    "pro-fitability ratio", averaging
15. 0％,  in spite of having the lowest level of
“value added ratio", averaging 17.7 ％, because they have the secondhighest level after Singapore of 
“salaries and wages ratio ”, averaging 52.7
％, but have the lowest level of “depreciation ratio", averaging 7. 5 ％ 。
Chapter 4　Organization for Decision Making and Business Admin-　　　　　　　　
istration  （See Table 6）　I.　Top Management　In most joint ventures situated in Singapore and Hongkong,
   topmanagement
consists mainly of Japanese,    but in Taiwan and thePhilippines,
 it is composed mainly of Chinese or natives of Chineseorigin. In Thailand,
   top management is about half Japanese andhalf natives of Chinese origin.　Generally speaking, in Singapore,
 Hongkong,  and　Thailand,    thesupreme decision-making
post of the enterprises as a whole is held
by a Japanese,    whether　the post　be　president　or　vice-president.
“90　　‥ ‥‥‥‥ 　‥　　　　‥‥‥‥・.　　　　・・..　　う√　　ニ　:に　ト∧However,
 in Taiwan and くthe  Philippines,  this decision-making poweris held 
スby Chinese ，or トnatives　of トChinese　origin  ノwho トare j in　the




is very little difference in opinions　between ニJapanese　andnatives,
 except in some eases  in the Philippines, even though Japanesemanagers are in lower positions than native managers.
 However,  itis said
that many joint ventures in the Philippines desire to increase
the proportion of Japanese investment in order to establish top
managements led by Japanese.　　　　　　　　 ‥　‥ ‥ ‥‥　‥　　II.　Executive Directors in Cha
瞳e of Individual Business Functions　Most of those in charge of production and finance managementare Japanese, while most of those in charge of personnel and labormanagement
are Chinese or natives of Chinese origin, ニeven ニif thecompany is not a
joint venture. Sales and purchasing managerial
positions are often occupied by both Japanese and Chinese or natives





This tendency seems'to be desirable because it is wise to make
natives responsible for management  in labor problems,=judging from
…the point of  view that there  is very  little trouble トbetween
 Chineseo
 r natives of Chinese origin and natives indigenous　to　the　soil　of
≪ach レland,  because  of the adaptability of the Chinese to the mannersand customs of each land.　　　　
，　　　　 犬　 犬　　III.
    Personnel other than Directors　In Taiwan　and　Hongkong,
   most ▽other　personnel コare　Chinese,except for a few
 Japanese managers and engineers in higher positions,
≪ven in the case of enterprises in which the proportion of  Japaneseinvestment is 100
％or close to 100 ％.　　In Thailand and the Philippines, with the exception of a very fewJapanese
 chief managers or engineers,  most  personnel in managerialo
 r technical positions and office
ニclerks are natives of  Chinese
 originor people with mixed
blood ＼of Chinese and indigenous natives.  Rank-
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated … …　　9fand-file workers,
 however,  are almost all indigenous nati ヤves.　In Singapore,
   many Japanese have positions as managers　andI
・ 　　　■・　I■　　 ■J・　　= ・　　　　　　　　　　■■　　　　　 ■　　　　　 ■　　　　　　　 ■　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　「 ■■㎜■　　■technicians,
 even in the lower levels. This is especially true in some:enterprises which were set up recently. Most rank-and-file workers　
・　　　　　　ゝ　・　　　.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　s　　　　 －　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 ’J　　 ・.engaged in heavy work are foreigners from other countries
in South-
east ＼Asia  or the Near and Middle East. This is not only ∧because　
ψIJ　　I　　I　＝　　　a ’-’.j ・・　 ■　｜　　　s・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 ♂　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 ・　 ・　　＝.・frequent job-hopping makes it difficu!t to employ
and train Singapo-
reans  as  key personnel,  especially in the  field of technology,  but alsobecause they do not like　to　engage　in
heavy　work because　they
have so many job opportunities to choose from.　
However,  it is desirable to make gradual  improvements  in the nearfuture　by　delegating these positions
   to   native employees or bysubstituting the system of temporarily dispatching key personnelfrom Japan as occasion demands,
   because the increased cost ofliving,
   especially    housing e χpenses,     makes long stays by manyJapanese employees too e
χpensive.
Chapter 5　Management Control Systems （See Table 7-12）　I.　Manag^ement Functions Stressed
（See Table 7）　　　　　　　上　The
 greatest amount of emphasis is laid on functions of personnelしmanagement
and on overall production control on cost and quality・The
second greatest emphasis is laid on inventory control, especially
in parts and consumer goods companies, and process control ， espe一daily
in companies that produce durable goods ・　In addition,
ニemphasis is laid on financial management in Taiwan,Hongkong,
 and Thailand,  where the money market is tight, on sales,.distribution,
   and　credit　management　in　Taiwan,    Hongkong,  and:Singapore,
   which　are　eχperiencing　intensive　competition　in theselling
 market, and on purchasing and トsubcontractor mariagement inTaiwan and Thailand, where most/parts
 or raw materials are suppliedfrom the home market.　　
‥‥‥万　　　・・・　　　　　　　　・。
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Table 8　Adoption of E.D.P.,  Decentralized Orgfanization and　　　
ト　　　Project Teams
Countries Taiwan Hongkong Singapore Thailand
（A）E. D. P.   system 2/8－25％ 2/3－67％ 3/4－75％ 2/7 ＝2 ％
（B）Decentralized organization1/8=13 ％ 1/3=33 ％ 0/4=  0 ]./7＝14％
（C）Project teams 2/8=25 ％ 0/3=  0 1/4=25 ％ ]./7=14％
Notes: 1. The numerator indicates the number of companies adopting each system.　　　　
2.　The denominator indicates the number of companies answering the questi-　　　　　
onnaire.　
According to Table 8, E. D. P. is the most widely adopted of these
systems. It is especially common in Singapore and Hongkong.　The
other two systems have not yet come into wide use.　
In addition, it is notable that companies adopting these two systems
are the same as those that have adopted the E. D.  P. system,  exceptfor one company in
Taiwan. Consequently,  attention should be paidto the fact that very few firms are interested in the above-mentionedadvanced
systems of business administration.　
II.　The Purposes of E,D.P. System Use （See Table 9 ）　Many enterprises are using of this system 
（1）to speed up suchoffice
 work as payroll accounting and cost accounting,    （2）for suchmanagerial purposes as inventory　control
，process　control,    andmanagerial accounting,
and  （3）for such short-term planning in relationto sales as demand forecasting and market research, and
 managementof information on customers or suppliers.　But it
will be desirable in the future to e χtend the use of com-puters to the field of technical analysis,
 such as quality control, andthe field of long-range planning,
   such as economic evaluation ofcapital investment, management of information on personnel admi-nistration,
 and design management,  for which computers are nowbeing used by only very few enterprises.　III.
    Adoption of Decentralized Organization

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































……… ….… ……=　ヶ ．　 し　This type of organization, which is being implemented by threeenterprises in Taiwan, Hongkong, and
 Thailand,　should be furtherclassified into the following two types.　　　　　　
づ　　　　　　
＼ し　
（1)    Decentralized organization ∧by product line,    which
二has. ∧been　　　adopted by
the enterprises in Taiwan and Thailand.　y　
（2 ）Decentralized organization　by　business　function,    which has　　　been adopted by the enterprise in l!ongkong.
＼　　 ニ　The former aims to clarify efficiency of operations,
   effectivenessof cost reduction, and short-term as well as long-term profit
 contri-bution of each division by each product
line,    and　consequently,    topromote the effectiveness
of systems:to motivate each group of work-
ers,   in connection with an incentive system based on evaluationof the performance by each group and division. Such an evaluationwould be made by calculating the above-mentioned data.　　　
十　The latter type aims at
long-term profit control through comparative
analysis of actual results, with planning goals for improvement and
advancement of long-term business performance divided according
to business　function.　
It is advisable to use the former type,    because it is useful forevaluating comprehensively short-term as well as long-term　profitcontribution by each division, but the latter type ! is only useful forevaluating seperately a
long-term  performance of each division.　IV.　Adoption of Project Teams　According to Table 10, the major purposes of this system are 
（1)planning for capital
investment and （2 ）cost reduction and labor-saving,
 followed by （3 ）development of new markets or new products.　All
 of these are used only to supplement the ordinary managementcontrol system. However,　it is desirable to make greater use ofthis system so that ad hoc measures can be 
∇taken in the event　ofan unexpected
トchange in ∇corporate circumstances.　　　 ニ　
∧ 十　　　.
・.　　: ， ‥‥‥寸:4.1y゙・り;・ ’・` 　 －　.　I li　？ .゙I≒　　●　`●. ・` ゝI.　　　　　　　I　 ●.；.　・　　　　　・　　 ・.　　 ・　V.　Sources
ブof/Long-term  Funds　
つ ‥　　　　　　　　 ノ　 犬　　 十　　　　
ト　 ：
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Comparative Analysis of Purposes of Project Teams Use
Countries Taiwan Singapore Thailand
Type of business (Companies) LP CN LD HE
Proportion of Japanese　investment (%) 50 49 70 94
Year established '69 '67 '72 '62
（a  ）Planning for capital investment X X X
（b ）C ost reduction and labor一saving X X
（c ）Develo,ment of new markets or new products 3 X
Table 11　Comparative Analysis of Sources of Long ・term Funds
Main sources of long-term funds TaiwanHon^・Singpr.TTmilani
（a）R etained earnings 4
(b)Retained earnings and capital increase throφpublic subscripti)n 1 2
（c）R etained earnings and long-term loans 1 4
（d）C apitai increase through public subscription 1
（e）Long-term loans 2
Note : Figures indicate the number of companies using each source as a main source 。
In the case of Taiwan, many enterprises use retained earnings as
their main sources of long-term funds because most of them have a
high accumulation of retained earnings as a result of the rapid
development of economy.　
On the contrary, many enterprises in Singapore use long-term loans
or  capital increase through subscription as their main sources becausemost of them are plagued by intensive competition and cumulativewage increases and therefore can not adequately accumulate retainedearnings.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
＼　
In Hongkong, many enterprises use both retained earnings and
capital increase through subscription,    while　in　Thailand　they uselong-term loans.
96　
Especially notable is that most enterprises in Thailand do not
raise capital increase through public subscription,  but rely on loansin addition to the funds acquired
through accumulation　of　retained
earnings. This is because the proportion of Japanese investment is
restricted by the government.　
VI.    Labor Unions and the Joint Labor-Management Conference System　Table 12　Comparative Analysis of Enterpriseg Organizing Labor Unions　　　　　　　　or Joint Labor
・Management Conference System
し　　　　　　Countries Taiwan H  ongkong S  ingapore Thailand
（a）L abor unions 5/8 = 63％ 0/3=  0 2/4 = 50％ 5/7－71％
（b）Joint labor-management　　conference system
2/8 = 25弧．O/3－0 2/4 －50％ 5/7－71％
Notes: 1. Numerators indicate number of enterprises organizing these systems.　　　　　
2.     Denominators indicate number of enterprises surveyed.　Labor-management relations in Taiwan, Singapore,
 and Hongkongare cooperative
 on the whole due to the following reasons.　First,
 the greater part of the employees in companies situated inthese
トcountries are Chinese.  The　racial　character　of　these　peopletends toward full pursuit of individual benefit rather than the benefitof all employees.　Consequently,
   they are not　enthusiastic aboutlabor movements because they lack a spirit of unity.　Second,
 people in these three countries have many opportunitiesto change their place of employment because their economies areclose to full employment owing to rapid economic development.Therefore
，they can easily  find other jobs　if　they are　dissatisfiedwith their present place of employment.　　Third,
   in the case of Taiwan there is　no possibility of　seriouslabor-management disputes because the law prohibits laborers tostrike or use other means of pressure.Most　labor　unions　in Singapore are　under　the　open　system　andare
similar to organizations of promoting mutual friendship between
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated……　　97workers and
employers because the annual rate of wage increase is
decided by negotiations with representatives of the National Federa-
tion of Industrial Organizations, which is under  the control　of　thegovernment.　On　the　contrary,
   labor-management　relations in　Thailand aregenerally more competitive than in the above-mentioned countries
・due i-r＼ the fol!owing reasons.　In Thailand,
 employees in most enterprises belong to either manag-er groups,
   whose members are almost all of Chinese origin,    o「worker
groups, whose  members are almost all of pure native origin.　Consequently,
 their interests tend to be opposed to each other.　In addition, except for managers, engineers,
   and technical staffmembers,
 whom there is a shortage, people can not easily look foranother place of employment if they lose their present jobs, becausethere is serious unemployment　among　rank-and-file　workers　inthis country, which is backward in economic development.
   Conse-quently,
   workers are compelled to suppress any complaints theymight have about their jobs.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　'
‥
In every country the main subjects of discussion in joint labor-
management conferences are (l)improvement  of working conditions,including wage and salary　increases
，and  (2)grievance　procedures.　Moreover,
  it is noteworthy that especially in the case of Taiwanthere are some enterprises that discuss improvement of managementpolicy at this conference.
Chapter 6　Business and Social Policy for Employees　　
（See Table 13-15）
I.　Business　Policy for Developing Employees' Abilities （See Table 13）　According
 to Table 13 ， Short-term overseas training is providedfor key managers　and　staff
  members,    especially in　the field oftechnology,
 by a number of enterprises in　each　country　with　the
98
Table 13　Comparative Analysis of Training Systems to Develop　　　　　　　
Employees' Abilities
Employee class Rank-and-filers
Countries Taiw. Hong. Sing. Phil. Thai.
（a ）Inside training

















Employee class Foreman and technician
Countries Taiw. Hong・ Sing. Phil. Thai.
（a ）Inside training
（b ）Outside　training




































Notes: 1. The number of companies answering this question was 5 in Taiwan, 3　　　　　　
in Hongkong, 4 in Singapore, 2 in the Philippines, and 3 in Thailand。　
2.    Figures indicate the number of companies making use of each system.exception of Thailand. This system aims to
improve their attitudes
by enabling them to learn the essence of Japanese-style management
through their e χperiences at the Japanese parent company.　However,
 the effectiveness of this method is questionable becauseit is not wise to force people to pledge loyalty to the companies inwhich they are employed, based on the spirit　of Japanese-stylemanagement. This is borne out by
the fact that many employees
who have received such training abroad have not remained at their
companies very long after returning home, especially in the case of
Singapore.　
Therefore,    apart from introducing new technological know-how
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated……　　99developed　by
the　Japanese　parent　company　in　order　to　develop
employees' abilities, it is desirable to make more  use of both outsidetraining within these countries as far as circumstances permit
and
in-house　training by having Japanese managers　learn　more　of　the
languages that are spoken by the native employees.　
IIA.    Improvement of Operational Efficiency and Strengthening of Management　　　　　Control over Employees 
（See Table 14 ）　According to Table 14, management by objectives and suggestionsystems in connection with incentive systems are the most
widely
used methods of improving operational efficiency.　
However, these systems are different from those implemented in
Zero Defect movements in Japan. That is to say, under the authority
of their supervisors, employees are given instructions to objectives
to be achieved.　0n the contrary, these objectives are set　according
to the free will of workers' groups themselves,  whose members holdthe same kind of jobs as those, in ZD movements implemented
in
Japan.　
In addition,  it is requested that those making suggestions deal notonly with controversial points but also with solution to problemsfacing the enterprise. In ZD movements, however, people are request-ed to make suggestions only on controversial points while problemsolving
is left to specialists.　
Therefore,  it is advisable to adopt the new　system implementedin ZD movements so that workers may spontaneously develop thewill to improve their jobs themselves and to give general workersmore chances to make proposals regarding controversial points thatare
unsolvable by themselves.　
In addition,  it is advisable to enlarge the e χtent of application ofthe management-by-objectives systems from improvement of productquality and operational efficiency, which
is applied by most compa-
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Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated 101
following objectives that are in addition to the above-mentioned
objectives : (a）proper management of surrounding workshops,    (b)increase
of output per working hour, （c）reduction of inventories, （d)standardization
of operations, and  （e）promotion  of suggestion systems 。
Among the other management control systems. task management
and budget control systems for the purpose of strengthening of
control functions over employees are used widely, but job enrichment
and promotion of job replacements which aim to motivate  employeesby eliminating fatigue caused by
simple, repetitive operations,    arenot used
except in Taiwan. However, this latter system should, by
all means, be introduced in every companies in order to not only
improve operational efficiency ， but also reduce labor tunover.IIB. Systems to Motivate Employees 
（See Table 14）　For the purpose of improving employee morale,
   enterprises inThailand　stress　motivation　by　advancement　of
such　forms of
employee welfare as mutual aid associations,    while enterprises inthe Philippines and Hongkong emphasize monetary incentives, suchas bonus
systems for distribution of profits.　　　 ＝　The prerequisite for improving employee morale in Thailand
is
to provide a stable livelihood through promoting welfare because
most people are suffering from dire poverty as a result of an economic
slowdown.　But,    the　Philippines　and　Hongkong　have　fallen　intoWestern customs, so monetary incentives of the Western type aremore effective
。　In　Singapore　and Taiwan,
   many enterprises have put varioussystems of　motivation　including　the　two mentioned above intopractice for the following reasons
。　It seems that while enterprises in Singapore are endeavouring tooffset the very high level of labor turnover,
   enterprises in Taiwanadopting Japanese customs are endeavouring to introduce Japanese-style management systems
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Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated 103
welfare.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼ In addition, many enterprises in each country
with the e χceptionof the Philippines, implement
the practice of commending long-term
employees, which is one of the management practices of the Japanese-style lifetime
 employment system.　　　　 ‥　In addition, some enterprises in Taiwan and the Philippines imple-ment employees
’ stock-sharing plans. which are comparatively rarein Japan among those other than directors. Only one company,
   inSingapore,
uses　the　counselling system,   which is widespread　inJapan.　lie.
    Advancement of Employee Welfare （See Table 14）　Most enterprises in Thailand implement all the items
of employee
welfare in Table ぐ14.　Most enterprises in the Philippines emphasize provision of companyhousing for　managers,
   while　most　enterprises　in　Taiwan　andSingapore　emphasize　provision　of dormitories and cafeterias forworkers.　The following reasons are surprised.　Companies in Taiwan and
Singapore, which are worried about highlabor turnover as a result of almost full employment,
 must endeavourto restrain labor turnover by providing housing
and food for workers.　
On the other hand, companies in the Philippines and Thailand,
which are troubled with a shortage of managerial and technical
staff must make efforts to keep such capable personnel by providing
company housing for managers and senior staffs.　
The other systems　for　advancement of employee welfare are
emphasized in Taiwan, where there is interest in the Japanese-style
employee welfare system, as well as in Thailand and the Philippines,
where it is necessary to stabilize employees' livelihood. However,  inSingapore
where various social welfare measures　are carried out by
government,  and in Hongkong, where the trend is toward westernized
104
monetary incentive systems, these other systems are viewed with
indifference.　
III.    Employment Conditions and Fringe Benefits （See Table 15）　:Employee recruitment by Japanese-affiliated
companies in each
country except Taiwan is done on an occasional basis.　
］Most companies in Taiwan use a periodic method of recruitment
for annual hiring of new graduates from universities, colleges,  andsenior and
junior high schools in the same way as in Japan as well
as occasional recruitment through employment agencies or personal
connections.　
Generally speaking, in every country many managers and senior
staff members, most of whom are Chinese or residents of Chinese
origin, are hired through their connections with currently employedmanagers and senior staff members, who are also Chinese or residentsof Chinese origin
・　Especially　in　joint　ventures with　owners　who are　Chinese orresidents of Chinese origin, emphasis is laid on personal connectionsas the condition for upgrading the positions
of such managers and
senior staff members.　
Such a tendency to place high value on employees who have
connections with owners or leading corporate members might be
unavoidable in family corporations, but in the case of joint ventures
it is best to try to eliminate this practice in order to rationalize
management　by　giving　everybody　a　chance to be employed or
promoted ・　As a result of the above-mentioned situations, most companies inevery country except Taiwan are worried about a serious shortageof managers and senior staff members,
   especially in　the field oftechnology.　The second controversial point is
 the sharp rise in wage and salarylevels in recent years. Looking at the average pay level
of employ-
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30 in each country as shown in Table　15, one　can　see
that　the　highest　level　is　in　Singapore, ニfollowed　by　Hongkong 。Taiwan,
 the Philippines, and Thailand in that order 。　In addition, the annual rate of wage and salary
increase in recent
years was highest in the Philippines at 30 ％,    as the result of seriousstagflation
，followed by Singapore, Hongkong,  Taiwan,  and Thailandin that order. Particularly notewortiiy is that even
in　the　case　of
Thailand ，which shows the lowest rate,    the increase is more than10
％per year.　As stated before, in Singapore many enterprises with deterioratingprofits have been appearing one after　another, especially　in　labor-intensive industries, because of such a　serious rise　in wages　andsalaries. Moreover, judging from the high annual rate of increase inwages and salaries, it
is anticipated that in　the　near　future　most
labor-intensive enterprises in the other　countries, except　Thailand
will confront the same problem as Singapore, if they do not achieve
labor-saving　by　drastic　rationalization　in　various　fields　of man-
agement.　
The third controversial point is the high level of labor turnover.
In Singapore,    labor turnover　is　highest　for　both　managers andworkers.　In Taiwan　and Hongkong　labor turnover of workers　isconsiderably　high,
   while　in　Thailand　and　the Philippines　laborturnover of managers and senior staff members is high.According to
 Table 15,    in Taiwan in particular the level of fringebenefits has　some relation with labor turnover.
   Therefore,    it isadvisable that
enterprises worring about the　high level of labor
turnover make greater efforts to promote employee welfare.
108　
Chapter 7　Product strategy （See Table 16）　I.
    Sales Points of Main Products　According to Table 16, many enterprises are aiming to strengthentheir competitive powers, first by improving the quality and pricesof their products,
   such　as　by  "original　technology",    "design　thatemphasizes function", and 
“attractive, cheap prices", and second bypromoting of reliabilitv to customers, such as through 
“brand names"as　well　as　acceptability　by　customers,
   such　as　by    "attractiveappearances",
 particularly in consumer goods industries.　Especially great importance seems to be attached to acceptabilityby customers for business in the home market and improvement ofproduct prices for business in the
eχport market.　11.　Sales Channels　Most enterprises use 
“integrated trading companies" as their saleschannels for overseas markets and 
“direct sales" or “affiliated salesagents" as their sales channels for the
domestic market.　
However,    because the commercial capital owned by people ofChinese origin has attained development in Thailand,
   especially inthe area of light consumer goods
industries,   such as te χtiles andelectric household appliances,
   most enterprises belonging to suchindustries are making use of their widespread sales networks in thehome market.　III.　Basic Sales Policy
Most companies in all five countries attach more importance to
expansion of sales to existing costomers than to development of new
markets because the original motive for overseas investment was in
most case based on an intention to maintain the market the parent
company already had in these countries as a countermeasure against
government policies restricting imports.　
However,  it is advisable that they change their strategies in thenear future and put more emphasis on expansion of new markets,
Corporate Strategies of Japanese-Affiliated……　　109because sales
competition among enterprises is e χpected to becomemore intensive in the home market of these countries.　IV.
    strategies for Promoting Activities by Sales.Personnel　Most companies are endeavoring to train general sales personneland/or sales engineers rather than to adopt　an　incentive　plan　forsales personnel. In the durable consumer goods and industrial goodsindustries,
 the major emphasis is put on training of sales  engineersbecause sales engineers are necessary to
the development of new
markets for new products. Customers are also provided proper after-
sale　service.　
V.    strategies for Sales Agents　Many enterprises are making use
 of short-term strategies for thepurpose of sales promotion for sales agents.　These include 
“salescampaigns with　incentives"
   or    "strengthening　guidance　for　salesagents".　However,
 it is advisable from a long-term viewpoint to make moreuse of strategies for systematizing affiliated sales agents,
   such asby introducing a system
of giving them rebates according to their
sales achievements, to be coupled with a system of receiving these
rebates from them in trust as a guarantee deposits for receivables.
This will not only promote sales by these agents but also avoid the
risk of suffering from irrecoverableness of receivables in the same
way as in Japan.　
VI 。Advertising Strategy　As a matter　of course,
   most　enterprises use　of the names oftheir products as the subject of advertisement, with the exceptionof industrial　goods enterprises,
 and　mass　media　or　signboards　asadvertising vehicles. It is noteworthy that a consumer goods enterprisein Taiwan emphasizes　taking　necessary　budgetary　measures foradvertising
・
110
VII.    other Sales Promotion strategies　Most　consumer　goods　enterprises　use model changes or holdexhibitions as mesures for sales promotion, while most enterprisesbelonging to heavy industry invite people to tour their factories　inorder to
promote a better understanding among the general public
as well as to improve the image of the company.　
VIII.    Countermeasures against Decline in Sa!es　Regarding countermeasures against a decline in sales, most durableconsumer goods enterprises emphasize measures to　improve bothaspects of production techniques, such as 
“model changes" or “cuttingdown selling prices in
connection with cost reduction",    as　well　assales techniques, such as
“sales campaigns with a gift ”.　0n thecontrary
，in other enterprises,  except for one light parts manufactur-ing company in Taiwan with almost the　same　idea as　the above-mentioned enterprises,
 measures to improve sales strategies,    suchas 
“improvement of sales  channels",  "exploitation of new markets" ，or
“sales campaigns at a premium", are more popular.
Conclusions　
I.    Advice to Future　Investors　It is advisable for a company trying to e
χpand newly into theseSoutheast Asian countries pay attention to the following points.
In Taiwan, more enterprises that give a priority to exports  showrelatively poor
results than those that concentrate on the home
market,    in　spite　of　the　government　policy　encouraging　exportindustries.
 Therefore,  any enterprise that lacks international compe-titiveness should take drastic measures to strengthen its competitivepower　by thoroughgoing rationalization of management. This isbecause it is
anticipated that the number of competitive enterprises,
especially in the light parts and consumer goods industries to which
most Japanese-affiliated enterprises belong will increase in the near
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step with the rapid economic development of this country ・。
However, it is advisable that　any company belonging to heavy
and chemical industry as well as light industry, try to expand into
this country provided that it has export competitiveness,    becauseTaiwan has the best opportunity
for being able to employ many
skilled engineers among these five countries 。　!n F[ongkong, new investments in the future should be !imited taenterprises aiming to play
an important part as an advanced base
for developing foreign markets in the Near East or,    as in theprecision or electronics industries,
to employ Chinese female workers
who are highly efficient in performing operations in which preci-
seness　IS　necessary.　
In Singapore, many enterprises are worried about intensive job ，hopping
as well as the rising level of wages and　salaries and the
accompanying legal welfare expenses. Therefore, it is not advisable
to enter newly into this country,    unless the entrant is　a　capital-intensive enterprise with international competitiveness favored by ahigh level of technology.　It is advisable for competitive
labor-intensive enterprises to invest
in Thailand because that country is favored by the lowest level of
wages and salaries of the five countries.　Enterprises belonging to
the key industries sharing in the benefits of government policie ＆and
that aim at positive introduction of know-how for the establish-
merit  of an infrastructure for the national economy would　also dowell to invest in Thailand
。　However,
 Thailand is unfavorable for capital-intensive enterprises,.except those favored by border trade
 with Communist-bloc countriesor that are encouraged by the government, because of the declinein international competitiveness as a result of
government protect-
ionism and intensive competition in the home market 。　Many enterprises in the Philippines are troubled
with the serious
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depression in the home market.　
Therefore,  it is not advisable to make a new investment in thiscountry,
   unless　the　enterprise is a competitive　export industrysharing in the benefits of government policies or favored by thepurchase of abundant agricultural or mineral resources at low pricesfrom the home market.　II,
    Advice to Present Investors　The main factors hampering business in every country are laboror personnel problems, and furthermore problems in business trans-actions,　loan　interest,　and　various　restrictive　policies　of　thegovernment.　Consequently
，it must be taken  first countermeasures against theseproblems.　In addition, judging from a long
・term viewpoint, corporate objectivesshould place more emphasis on 
“development of new products" ，
“cost reduction" ， and “performance of corporate social responsibility",than on 
“expansion of the existing　markets or business".　This iscontrary to the present situations.　
‥　As a result of the analysis of the distribution policy of earnings,it is advisable in the future
to make more effort toward e χternalsocial responsibility in enterprises
in Thailand and the Philippines
and toward internal responsibility in enterprises in Taiwan, Hongkong,
and Singapore.　
The　analysis　of　value　added　showed　the following tendencies.
Enterprises showing a high profitability ratio （profits/value added）arefavored by
either （1）a high value added ratio  （value added/sales amount）by
virtue of being a technology-intensive industry ， （2）a low depre-ciation ratio
 （depreciation expenses/value added）due to completion ofrecovery of a greater part of plant investments or by
virtue of
being a labor-intensive industry, which is often the case in Thailand,
or a light industry in Taiwan, or  （3）a low salaries and wages ratio
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（labor costs/value added ）as a result of labor-saving or low labor costs,which are very often found in Thailand
。　In order to improve the business organization, it is necessary formost joint ventures in the Philippines to
raise the proportion of
Japanese investmentlin order to establish a top management composed
of  Japanese and for some enterprises in Singapore to delegate thepositions of managers and technicians,
   which are now occupied bymany Japanese　employees,
   to native employees or to substitutethrough the system of temporarily dispatching key personnel fromJapan as occasion demands.　Notwithstanding that many enterprises generally emphasize onpersonnel,
 quality,  and cost management ，very few enterprises makeuse of computers for 
“management of personnel affairs",    "designmanagement",
 or “quality control". Therefore, it is advisable in thefuture to introduce E.D.P. systems for achievement of the above-mentioned purposes,
   especially　from a standpoint　of　long-rangeplanning
。　In the case of introducing decentralized organization, it is advisableto adopt a system that is divided by product line because such asystem is useful for comprehensive evaluation of short-term as wellas long-term profit contributions by each
division.　
Project　teams　should　be　used　not　only for supplementing the
ordinary management control system but also　for taking ad hoc
measures against unexpected changes in corporate circumstances.　
There are at least on the surface, no intensive labor-management
disputes except in Thailand, but it is desirable　to use joint labor-
management conferences to discuss not only improvement of working
conditions or grievance procedures but also improvement of man-
agement policies.    In the other countries,    as well as in Thailand,listening to employees' opinions will serve to　obtain their activecooperation.
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For the purpose of developing employees' ability,    it is desirableこto
make more use of outside domestic training or in-house training
rather than short-term overseas training because it is not wise to
force employees to make a pledge of loyalty to their companies
based on the spirit of Japanese-style management.　
In order to manage more effectively by objectives or the suggestion
system,  it is desirable to change over to the new　system　that isimplemented in ZD movements.　To　motivate　employees,
   it is desirable to make more use of
“stock-sharing plans"  or  "counselling ”.　There are three controversial points regarding employment
 condi-tions:
 (1)a shortage of managers and senior staff members,  especially・in
the field of technology, except in Taiwan, (2)a sharp rise in the こlevel
of labor costs, except in Thailand, and  (3)a high level of laborturnover.　The following methods should be taken into
consideration as means
of resolving　these points of　issue.　
(l)Strengthening of the training system for employees.　
(2)Achievement of labor-saving by drastic rationalization レ　(3)Greater efforts toward
promoting employee welfare.　
The following points should be taken into　consideration　for　the
improvement of product strategies.　
(l)Improvement in acceptability by customers for business in the ご
home market and improvement of product prices for the export　　　
business simultaneous with cost reduction.　
(2)More emphasis on e χploitation of new markets rather than on　　　expansion of sales to e
χisting customers.　(3)Greatest emphasis on training of sales engineers,
   especially　　in the durable
consumer goods and industrial goods industries,　　　
in order to develop new products as well as to provide customers　　　
with careful after-sale service.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
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（4）For the purpose of promoting sales by sales agents, consi-　deration of a new system of giving them rebates according to　their sales performances coupled with a system of receiving　these　rebates from them in trust as guarantee deposits for
receivables.
<5)   Necessary budgetary measures for advertising.
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APPENDIX
Comparative Financial Analysis of Leading Japanese-Affiliated
Manufacturing Companies with Other Companies Situated in
the Philippines and Thailand （1976-79）
!Rtroduction　
Abstracts of financial data from し1976 to 1979 have been analyzedin order to clarify the distinctive features of business　situations ofJapanese-affiliated
，other foreign-affiliated,and domestic manufacturing:companies situated in the Philippines and Thailand.　In the case of the Philippines,
   the companies analyzed in thispaper are limited to the following types of business, in which manyleading Japanese-affiliated companies
are included, among “1000 Topcorporations in the Philippines",
   issued by　SEC　and　Business Dayin　1977-80.　L　Seasonings　2.　Vegetable and animal oils/fats　3.　Wearing　apparel　
4. Synthetic fibers　　5.　Iron, steel, and related products　6.　Motor vehicles　　7.　Electrical appliances　In
addition, companies analyzed in Table l are defined within the
following  categories.　Japanese,
   U.   S.，and European-affiliated　companies have beenlimited to those ranked over the 500th place in sales volume for1979,　except　for　those　belonging　to　
“seasonings"　and　 “syntheticfibers".　Chinese-affiliated　and　domestic companies
are limited to those
showing comparatively good results.　
In the case of Thailand,    companies analyzed　in this paper arelimited to the following types of business, in which many leadingJapanese-affiliated companies are included, among the 
“Directory ofThailand
’s 600 Largest Companies" （1977-80）,  issued by Faculty of
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Accountancy, Thammasat University.　
1.    Animal feeds　　2.     Detergent and soap　3,     Spinning and　weaving　4.　Synthetic fibers　5.　Iron, steel,
 and metal works　6.
    Motor vehicles　　7. Electrical appliances　　8. Tyres　In addition, the companies analyzed in Table 2 are limited to thosefor whom it was possible to obtain abstracts of the financial datafor two more recent fisca! years among the !argest
200 manufac-
turing companies listed in the above-mentioned Directory. Moreover,
in the case of companies belonging to “spinning and weaving" and
“synthetic fibers", the scope of analysis is limited to the largest100.　The symbols A, B,
  C ，D,  and E mentioned in these tables areexplained below.I.
   Overall results are judged by the level and　rate　of　increase　of　net profits as follows.






B-( ＋20％)-C (:＋10 ％)
(150 ％)-C-(100 ％)






IL　Sales ability is judged by （a）rate of improvement and （b）level　of sales
volume as follows.　




（b）Level of sales volume （level of turnover of gross capital）
E
in.    Production efficiency is judged by (a ）rate of improvement and　
㈲level of production efficiency as follows.　 十　

























J . 40% u. c. '62 79 A A B
J .  90％ B. I. '77 248 A D D





J.  40 ％ L. O. '58 21 D B B
J . 40 ％ S．I. O. '77 43 A A A
U.S.35,L19％ G. M. '74 ].9 C A A
U.S.  100% S. p. M. 穴62 53 B A A
C.   13％ L.D.L.Y. '47 20 C A A
p.100 ％ C. B. Y. 67 B A C
Wearing
Apparel
J.  40 ％ K. M. '68 376 B A D
J . 20 ％ R. T. M. '73 379 E A D
U.S.  100％ L. S． '12 205 A A B
U.S.  40％ T. I. 313 A A C
U.K.  30％ I. G. M. 332 A A C
U.S.  40％ A. P. I. 361 A A A
p.   100％ E.T.M.C. 485 C D C
Synthetic　
Fibers
J . 39 ％ F. S. F. ´71 75 A D D
J.  40 ％ p. p. I. '74 236 A A D
U.S ，99％ T. C. G. 980 C D D






J  .100％ D. S. C. '11 50 A A E
J  .  15％ E. S. C. '75 70 B E C
U.S. W.  I. p. 482 A C C
C.  38 ％ P.B.M  I. '52 48 A D E
Motor
Vehicles
J ． D. M. 16 B A D
us →J.35％ C.A.R.C. 9 34 E B C
us→J, F. P. '67 52 E E C
us →J.40％ 、G. M. '79 126 D E E
G. →p. D. M. G. 108 E D D
p. F. M. C. 120 C A D
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B C C A E A A A
A A B B A A C B
D C E A D C D C
E E C A D B B D
A D A A A A A B
E E C A A A C D
E C A A A A A A
C C A A E B B B
A D D B A A B B
C B C D A C A B
E C C D D B A D
A B B C A B A B
A B D D C B B C
D B C D B D A B
A B B B A A B A
E C D E A B C E
A A D E D D A C
A B C D A E B C
E B C C E A
A C D D C D D C
A A D D A B B C
A B E C B B E E
A A C D C D A A
A A D E c B A C
D C E D E E B D
E D D D E C C E
D D D E D B D E
D C E E E E C D
E C D E C E B D



























J  . 40％ p.  E. '67 ・107 A B B
J . 32 ％ N.  P. '76 430 A A B
J . 40％ H.  U. '70 329 C E C
J . 30％ s. p. '71 331 B A C
J. S.    I; 405 A A B
J. S. M. 443 B A A
c. S ．A. 246 B A A
U.S.30 ％ R.・w. 311 C D D
U.S.99 ％ S. J. '61 474 B C B
U.S.39 ％ p.、A. '63 83 A A C
U.S. C.   I. ニ186 A B D
U.S.40% G ．E. '62 268 A A D
U.K.94 ％ A.  I. '63 458 A B C
Notes: 1.    Abbreviations of investors are as follows ； c. (China), G. (West Germany) 。
(Philippins)・　　　　2.
     Recently, the major investors of the following companies belonging to-　　　　　G.M.




U. S. &  EuropeanCo.
      （17）
Chinese  & Domes-tic Co.
       (9）
Type of　Business A B C D E A B c D E A B C D E
Seasonings 2 1
Vegetables  &  Animal　Oils/ Fats 1 1 1 ]． 1 1
Wearing Apparel 1 ]． 4 1
Synthetic Fibers 2 1 1
Iron, Steel and Related Products 1 1 1 1
Motor Vehicles 1 1 2 1 1
Electrical　Appliances 3 2 ]． 4 1 1 1
Total 9 5 1 1 1 9 2 3 1 2 1 2 5 0 1
n.Sales Ability Improvement 11 2 0 2 2 8 3 2 2 2 5 0 0 3 1
Level of Sales 2 5 3 6 1 3 2 7 4 1 3 0 2 3 1
Ⅲ. Production　　EfficiencyImprovement 7 1 2 5 2 5 1 3 4 4 3 1 1 2 2
Level of Eff. 5 5 4 2 1 4 7 3 2 1 1 0 7 1 0
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C A C C C B .A A
D C D D D C B D
D D D D D C B A
D B E B D B B E
A B B C C C A D
D C B B B C B E
B C E B C E B E
C B E E C C A B
D C B D A A A B
C A C E C C A B
C A D E C D B C
B A B c C D A A
A B B D B C A B
J.  （Japan),  L・（Luxembourg),  U.K.   （United Kingdom ）, U.S.   （United　States),    and P・，the
motor vehicles industry changed from U.S.    to　Japan in　C.A.R.C. ，F.   P.,   and
Japanese Co.　　　　
(17)
U. S. &  EuropeanCo.
      （17 ）
Chinese  &  Domes-　tic Co
に(9)
A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E
]V ．　Inventory　Turnover
Improvement 1 3 6 ・4 3 1 5 5 4 2 1 0 0 6 2
Level　of　Turnover 3 3 3 7 1 2 1 3 6 5 2 2 0 1 4
V  .   Collection Period
』
Improvement 5 2 2 6 2 5 2 6 1 2 2 0 4 l 2
Length of　period 3 6 5 1 2 4 3 4 4 1 1 3 2 1 2
Ⅵ.   Financial　Position
Current　Ratio 7 8 1 0 1 9 3 3 1 1 2 4 1 2 0
Debt / Equity Ratio 3 3 3 5 3 5 6 2 2 2 0 3 3 1 2
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J  .  20％ L.T.C. '73 20 B A C
T.100 ％ B.F.M. '74 12 C C A
T  .100％ C.P.F. '67 49 C A A




J  . 49 ％ L.F.O. '67 81 B A B
J  .  67％ K.I.T. '66 174 A A C
U.S.  100％ C.R.T. '61 43 A C A




J . 49 ％ L.T. '60 11 A D C
J  .  35％ B.W. '73 50 A A C
J  . 49 ％ T.T.T. '65 56 A C D
J .  45％ T.T. '54 62 A B C
J .  49％ T.S.T. '68 71 A B D
J  . 48 ％ T.T.T.M. '64 75 A B B
J .  45％ D.T. ´76 76 A B D
J .  49％ T.B.I  . '64 78 B D D
J .  48％ E.T. '64 86 A A B
J  .. 49％ T.K. '69 88 A B D
U.K.34 ％ T.G.E. '67 54 D D A
Ind.  18％Swi.
 31％
T.R. 57 A A C
T.100 ％ K.C.G ´71 83 B B B
T.100 ％ T.W.K. 92 A C A
Synthetic　　
Fibers
J .  45％ T.P. '7G 18 B D D
J .  50％ T.N.T. '76 48 A B C
F.  48 ％ T.M.P. 34 A C D






J .  45％ T.T.P. '73 33 A A B
J .  40％ G.S.S. '68 39 B C C
J .  94％ T.Y.E.W. '61 60 A A C
U.S.  100％ F.E.I.W. '64 97 C D A
U.K.35 ％
c.　8 ％ U.M  .
'68 109 C D C
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D C B B C C B C
D D B B D C A A
D D C A A B D C
A D A A E B A A
D C E D A B B C
B B E D C A C C
E A C C B C A B
D A C C C B B B
A B B D C B C B
A B C D B C C D
A B D D A B D D
A B E D A A C C
A B E E A E A A
A B A C C D C D
A A D D C B E C
E C D E D D C C
A A C D A B C A
A B D D C C D C
D C B D A B D D
A A E D A D A A
A C D D E B C C
A A E D C A A D
A C D D E E C D
A B D D C D C B
C B A D A E A A
A B B D C E C A
E C C D D D A B
D B E D C C A A
A C B C D D A C
D C D D C B A B





















T ユ00％ S.T.S '66 21 D C C
T .100％ S.T. '60 44 A B B
T  .100％ B.I.S. '54 67 C B D
Motor
Vehicles
J .100％ T.M. '62 7 B D B
J.    60％ U.D.M. ／戸J　　 ’り唾 51 A C A
J  .   64％ S.M.M. '75 101 D A C
Ita.  50％ I.T.  I. 108 C A D
Swed. T.S.A. 146 C B C
T.100 ％ S,M.N. '59 22 A E C




J .   50％ S.U.E. '70 37 A C A
J .  49％ N.T. 句1 66 A A B
J .  35％ U.E, I.H. 竹0 141 B D C
U.S.100％ N.S.E. 笥 10 A A A
Tyres
J .   60％ T.B. '69 30 B D C
U.S.  55％ F.T.R. '62 36 B C B
U.S.  60％ G.Y.T. '68 53 B B C
Note : Abbreviations　of　investors　are　as　follows ；　c. （China ）,   F.  （France),  Hoi.　
T.  (Thailand ）, U.K.  （United Kingdom ）, and U.S. （United States).
I  .  Overall Results Japanese Co. Other Foreign Co. Domestic Co.
Type of　Business A B C D TT A B C D TT A B C D TT
Animal　Feeds 1 1 0 3 3
Detergent   &  Soap 1 1 2 2 2 0
Spinning  &  Weaving 9 1 10 ]． 1 2 1 1 2
Synthetic Fibers 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
Iron,  Steel　and MetalWorks
2 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 3
Motor Vehicles 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 2
Electr.   Appliances 2 1 3 1 1 0
Tyres 1 1 2 2 0
Total 16 8 0 1 25 5 2 4 1 12 4 1 5 1 11
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E C E E A A B A
A C E D E C A B
B D C E B C C D
C C B C C E B C
D A A B A B C D
E E C B D E A A
A C D E B E B D
E C E D D E B D
A A D D D E A A
E D E D C C C C
A D B C A B B D
D A D D D C C B
E A D D D E A B
E D C A C C A A
E A C C A B A A
E B A A A D C A
E A B D B C C A
<Holland), Ind・(India), Ita・(Italy), J.  (Japan), Swed. (Sweden),  Swi・(Switzerland),
Japanese Co. Other Foreign Co. Domestic Co.
A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E
n  .   Sales　　　AbilityImprovement 9 6 4 6 0 4 2 3 3 0 2 4 3 0 2
Level　of　Sales 2 6 n 6 0 5 1 4 2 0 3 3 3 2 0
Ill.   Production　　EfficiencyImprovement 13 2 ]． 5 4 3 0 1 3 5 6 1 0 2 2
Level of Efficiency 6 9 7 1 2 4 2 4 2 0 2 1 3 5 0
I＼‾.   Inventory　　TurnoverImp ovement 2 5 5 8 5 1 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 2 4
Level of Turnover 0 3 5 15 2 2 0 2 6 2 2 1 0 7 1
V  .  Collection　　PeriodImprovement 8 1 9 6 1 4 4 3 1 0 2 1 3 2 3
Length of Period 2 8 5 5 5 0 4 3 2 3 2 3 4 0 2
^/l .   Financial　　PositionCurre t Ratio 7 4 n 2 1 5 4 2 1 0 5 1 4 1 0
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IV.    Inventory turnover is judged by (a) rate of improvement and　
（b）level of turnover as follows・　









V.　Collection　efficiency　of　receivables　is judged by （a）rate of　improvement and 
（b）length of collection period of receivables as　follows.　










B-(230 ％)-C-(400 ％) (900％)








Notes: 1. Rate of improvement is judged by an average for two more recent　　　　　　　
fiscal years.　　　　　
2.　Level　of　each ratio is judged by results of the latest　fiscal　year.
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Conclusions　
According to the above-mentioned tables, Japanese-affiliated compa-
nies situated in the　Philippines　and　Thailand　have　the　following
distinctive features compared with other 犬companies in these twocountries.　I.
    Overall Results　Genera!!y speaking, Japanese
・affi!iated companies in Thailand arebetter off than those in the Philippines because a greater proportionof companies is ranked B or
above in Thailand (96 ％)than in thePhilippines
 (82％).　In addition, in the case of Thailand many labor-intensive Japanese-affiliated companies belonging to the animal feed, spinning and weaving,iron,
 steel, and metal works, and electrical appliance industries aredoing better than other foreign-affiliated or domestic companies.　On the other hand, in the case of the Philippines many capital-intensive Japanese-affiliated companies belonging
to the seasoning,
synthetic fiber, and motor vehicle　industries are achieving better
results than other foreign-affiliated or domestic companies.　
II.　Sales Ability　
Companies in Thailand are better than those in the Philippines in
level of sales volume, but the reverse is true in regard to rate of
increase because Thailand has older companies than the Philippines.
In Thailand fewer companies (9)were set up after 1970 than  (16) existedbefore 1970, but in
the Philippines more companies 闘have beenset up since 1970 than
 (5)existed before 1970.　Moreover,
   Japanese-affiliated　companies　in　the Philippines areinferior to other foreign-affiliated companies in this country in levelof sales volume, although they are superior in rate of increase.　This seems to be
due to the following two reasons.　
First, most Japanese-affiliated companies are relatively new com-
pared with the others. Therefore,  their growth potential is better than
f
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the others.　However,    development　of　sales　markets　byJapanese-affiliated companies is not yet satisfactory.　Second,
 as a result of the above-mentioned situations,    the plants
・and equipment of Japanese-affiliated companies are modern, however,their recapture of depreciation　is not yet finished, and consequentlytheir capital investments are excessive relative to the level of salesvolume.　III.
    Production Efficiency　　　　　　　　　　　 十　Companies in Thailand are better than those in　the Philippinesin the aspects
of both rate of improvement and level of efficiency ・
In addition, Japanese-affiliated companies in both of these countries
are superior to other companies in rate of improvement. Regarding
level of efficiency, companies in Thailand have a slight edge over
o thers in this country while those　in　the　Philippines are　slightlyinferior,
 especially in the　electrical appliance and apparel industries.　IV.
    Inventory Turnover　Generally speaking,
 companies in Thailand are inferior to thosein the Philippines.　In particular, it is advisable that the following companies withlower levels than other companies among those belonging to thesame type of
business in each country make greater efforts to curtail
inventory.　
In  Thailand,  Companies L. F.  O.  and K. I.  T.    in “detergent andsoap
”，Companies T. s. T. and T. B,  L.in “spinning and weaving",and Companies N. T.
 and u. E.  I. H.  in “electrical appliances".　In the Philippines, Companies F. S.
 F.  and p. p.  I.  in “syntheticfibers"
レ　V.
    Collection Period of Receivables　Companies in Thailand are inferior to companies in the Philippinesas well as domestic companies in Thailand in length of collectionperiod. In rate of improvement, however,
 Japanese-affiliated companies
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in both countries are inferior to other foreign-affiliated companies.
in these countries.　
It is advisable that the following companies make greater effortsto promote collection of receivables in the same way as in the caseof　inventory turnover.　In Thailand
， Companies T. s. T.,  T.  T.  T.  M.,  and T. B.    I.   in
“spinning and weaving",    Company T. N. T. in    "synthetic libers,Companies T. T.
 P.   and T.  Y.  E.  W 。in    "iron,   steel,   and metalworks",
 Companies T. M. and s. M.    M. in “motor vehicles" andCompany u. E. I. H. in 
“electrical appliances ”.　In the Philippines, Company K. M
， in “wearing apparel", CompaniesF. s. F
， and p. p. I. in “synthetic fibers", Company D. M. in “motorvehicles".　VI.
    Financial Conditions （Current Ratio and Debt/Equity Ratio）　Companies in
the Philippines are inferior to others in this country
in dobt/equity ratio.　
Companies in Thailand are inferior to others in this country ia
both ratios.　
In particular, it is advisable that companies situated in these
countries that　are　ranked　below　D　in　level　of　debt/equity　ratio
reexamine their financial policies. This is because it is not wise to
use a money policy of raising funds mainly in the financial markets.
in these countries,  for　interest rates there are very high.
